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“I am rebuilding my life 

with purpose and a focus. 

None of which would have 

been possible without 

SHAID and its staff. I 

cannot thank them 

enough.” 

Richard H  

 

The tenants who took part  enjoyed planning, de-
signing and making their own family shields.  They  
were taken away to be glazed and all tenants were 
happy with the finished piece and gained a practi-
cal insight and knowledge into ceramics. 

Some of the Art work created 

An Ex Serviceman who had 
fallen on hard times gets a 
fresh start 
Before I came to St Peters Court I was homeless and struggling with my mental and physi-
cal health. I have been diagnosed with PTSD and Multiple Sclerosis and my life was spiral-
ling out of control. I had either been sofa surfing or living in a tent and had no idea which 
way to turn. I struggled getting my benefits organised because I simply couldn't under-
stand the system and no one seemed able to help me. Also I struggled to get social hous-
ing being refused housing by authorities in 3 counties. I was at rock bottom. 

 Eventually someone pointed me towards SHAID and I approached them for help. From 
the first phone call my life was changed. I was given a room with a bed in the emergency 
room and was given more advice by the staff in a 20 minute conversation than I'd got in 
the 6 months prior. Since then I have moved into one of the flats and finally have some-
where to rebuild my life. With the assistance of the staff I'm now in receipt of the correct 
benefits and have been advised on everything from getting fit again to personal issues. I 
am currently in the process of starting further education and volunteer work. But more 
importantly I'm getting all the right treatment of my health conditions. 

 I am rebuilding my life with purpose and a focus. None of which would have been possi-
ble without SHAID and its staff. I cannot thank them enough. 

Richard H  
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Tenants take part in a        
Ceramic Course held @ St 
Peters Court 



Another Successful Move On 

 

I arrived at St Peters Court on the 18th December 2015. was an alcoholic who 

owned just one suitcase and a black bin bag. I left there sober on March 25th 

2017 with 2 suitcases,14 bin bags, a TV and a bird-table :) 

My move to there is one of the best that I have ever made and considering this 

was my 43rd move there was a lot of competition. St Peters and the staff 

really helped turn my life around so much so that whilst living there I got to 

be a bit of a local celebrity.....I appeared in 4 newspapers (The Sunday Sun, 

The Journal, The Evening Chronicle and The Mirror) a magazine (The Legion), 

Twice on the radio with Radio Newcastle, and twice on the TV with Tyne Tees 

and a small documentary on Inside Out. I also appeared in a play at The Thea-

tre Royal called Wor Stories..... 

  

I thoroughly enjoyed my time at St Peters Court (or Veterans Villa as my 

daughter called it). The accommodation is superb and all the staff are even 

better and like most things in life if you are OK with them then they are OK 

with you...Simple! 

  

If the job of St Peters Court is to pick you up, dust you off, and send you 

smartly on your way back into the real world then it has done it's job for me 

admirably....So a big thanks to everyone concerned.. 

 

Durham’s Ter-
ritorial Army 
lend a helping 
hand   
Following the success of St Peters 

Court, we have purchased Holly-

acre an old care home in Sacriston 

above St Peters Court and we are 

now beginning the process of turn-

ing it into another Project to house 

ex-forces personnel.  

We would like to Thank Durham’s 

Branch of the Territorial Army for  

helping us to empty out all the 

unwanted furniture and rubbish 

from the empty building to prepare 

it for the start of the refurbishment 

work. 

Thanks Lads  
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Phil Webb has now moved into independent living with the support from St Peters Crt 
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